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You will be studying 5 different artists over the next 10 days. Day 1 

activities for every artist will be the same and Day 2 activities will be 

specific to each different person. Every day, pick a warm up task to start 

you off. By the end of the 2 weeks (or longer if you are taking more 

time), you will have a large portfolio of information on some great 

artists and some great artwork too! Always check with an adult before 

using the internet and do not worry if you don’t have some of the 

materials at home e.g paint – be creative and use what you have. Try 

taking some photos of your work and sending it to your class e-mail for 

your teacher to look at and choose some to share on your Zoom 

meetings. 

 

Year 3 & 

Year 4 

Day 1 & 2 Paul Klee 

 

Day 3 & 4 Claude Monet 

 

Day 5 & 6 Franz Marc 

 

Day 7 & 8 Mary Cassatt 

 

Day 9 & 10 Vincent Van Gogh 

 
 

Year 5 & 

Year 6 

Day 1 & 2 Frida Kahlo 

 

Day 3 & 4 Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

Day 5 & 6 Pablo Picasso 

 

Day 7 & 8 L.S. Lowry 

 

Day 9 & 10 Georgia O’ Keeffe 
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Useful websites: 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metkids/ 
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/ 
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zn3rkqt 
 

 

Art Movement Glossary 
Baroque The word ‘baroque’ comes from the Portuguese barocco, describing an 

irregularly shaped pearl. Many painters in this period became 

especially interested in portraying everyday life. It lasted from about 

1600 until the mid-18th century. 

Cubism The word comes from the Latin cubus, meaning a square or a cube. 

Objects and figures are split into geometric shapes and shown from 

different angles at the same time. 

 

Expressionism The name was invented in 1911. Expressionist painting does not 

portray what the objects always look like from the outside. 

Expressionist painters often changed the shape of things and used 

intense colours. 

 

Impressionism A style of painting which began in France between 1860 and 1870 and 

had a strong influence on painting in Europe and America. 

Impressionists especially liked working outdoors and aimed to show 

the impression the scene made on them by using shimmering dots of 

light and colour. 

 

Modernism Modernism was a movement of the late 19th century to the mid-20th 

century. It changed art, literature, music, architecture and 

drama. Modernism rejected tradition. It was interested in new ways 

of doing old things. Also, there was a belief that science and 

technology could change the world for the better. 

Renaissance The word comes from French and means ‘rebirth’. In the Renaissance 

era, which was from the first half of the 15th century to about 1600, the 

art of Ancient Rome and Greece was rediscovered. 

 

Surrealism Surrealism is interested in what goes beyond reality – sur means ‘on’ 

or ‘above’. The expression was used for the first time in 1917. Familiar 

things were presented in ways never seen before and were linked to 

surprising and mysterious paintings in a dreamlike manner. 

 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metkids/
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zn3rkqt
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Warm up tasks: 

 

Angry or not? 
What does this man’s face say about his 

feelings? Is the face frightening? Funny? 

The man is an actor. In Japanese theatre, 

the actor is expected to exaggerate all 

his expressions and actions. Some plays 

are very complicated. When the actors 

exaggerate everything, it is easier for 

the audience to understand the plot. 

 

For a few minutes, look at yourself in 

the mirror and see how many amazing 

facial expressions you can make. 

Keeping your body quite still, can you 

use your eyes alone to show how you 

feel? 

 

 

Happy Birthday 
How many hands and arms can you see 

in this picture? Can you see how the 

hand gestures link everyone together? 

The hands are important: they hold the 

three people in a close family circle. The 

boy watches grandmother’s eyes. Has 

she noticed his present? This painting of 

a birthday celebration was actually 

given as a present to Queen Victoria by 

her husband Prince Albert on her own 

birthday. 

 

Compare your hands with those of an 

older person. How do they differ in 

shape, colour and texture? Which are 

more interesting to draw? 
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Best Friends 
Dogs have a special closeness to people. 

Look at this one in the painting. It is 

trying to comfort the little girl. Animals 

are brilliant at letting us know how they 

feel. Is the little girl on the stairs trying 

to put off going to bed to the last 

minute? Is she listening to whatever is 

going on downstairs? 

 

How does an animal look when it is hot 

and tired, friendly, alarmed or angry? 

Try some sketches. 

 

 
Crafty Crooks 

How has the artist let you know that something strange is going on in this picture? 

Can you guess what is happening? While the young man gives the old woman all his 

attention, the other people all have their own plans. How would you finish this story? 

Write or draw your own ending. 
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Family Life 
Look at the top half of the 

picture. As the car glides 

through the countryside, 

everyone is eager and 

alert, looking forward to a 

fun day. Now look at the 

bottom half. A different-

looking family return to a 

darkening city. Which 

person looks most 

exhausted? How have the 

face expressions, hand 

gestures and the body 

shape altered? Is anyone 

unchanged? Look at the 

hair ribbon, the bubble 

gum, the hat and cigar. 

 
Can you think of a family 

outing like this? Draw a 

picture of it and add 

comments from your 
family about their 

memories of the day. 

 

No Nonsense 
It is not only dramatic poses which give 

us messages about people. Do you think 

this man’s expression is stern and 

solemn? What about the woman, whose 

eyes look away from us? What is she 

thinking about? We wonder what life 

was like for people in mid-west 

America where farmers had to be strong 

and independent to survive. They stand 

like a wall between us and the farm 

behind. 

 

How many vertical lines can you count 

in this calm yet powerful picture? How 

does it make you feel? 
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Light Patterns 
Have you ever looked at light coming 

through a window and noticed how it 

makes patterns on the wall? This is a 

room in Egypt. Girls are trying on 

jewellery and sunlight streams in 

through the gaps in the screen. Can you 

see how this delicate light pattern 

travels across the face and hand of the 

resting girl? 

 

How many shadow patterns can you 

make with your hands? Try and spot 

three different light patterns around 

you today. 

 

 

Speed 
At the time this picture was 

painted, all sorts of fast new 

machines such as racing cars 

were being invented. This artist 

was fascinated by speed. 

Each one of the dog’s tails 

shows a different position. How 

many tails can you count? 

 

Try making your own flick 

book to show movement 

through still drawings. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/

clips/z2fmg82  
 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z2fmg82
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z2fmg82
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Winter 
Three hunters trudge wearily towards home at the end of the day. They pass an inn where a 

pig is being roasted over a blazing fire. Imagine how the tired hunters and their hungry 

dogs feel about the delicious smells. Look all around this winter landscape. It stretches as far 

as the eye can see and is full of interesting details for you to discover.  

Look carefully to spot the following things: 

• A horse-drawn wagon trundling along a tree-lined road 

• Four churches in the distance 

• A bridge crossing the winding river 

• An old woman with a heavy load of twigs on her back 

• Icicles on one of the steep roofs 
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A Sunny Afternoon 
How many of the following people, animals and objects can you find? 

• A monkey on a leash 

• A strangely small man with a black hat and cane looking at the river 

• A white dog with a brown head 

• A woman knitting 

• A man playing a horn 

• Two soldiers standing at attenion as the musician plays 

• An old woman hunched under an orange umbrella 

• A man with a pipe 

• A woman under a parasol in a boa 

• A couple admiring their infant child 

• A tiny pink butterfly 

• A few pieces of white paper that seem to be littering the grass 
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Tasks for every artist 

1. Artist portfolio 
Create a fact file or information page about the artist. This should include key 

information such as name, date of birth, nationality and what sort of art they 

were or are known for e.g painting/drawing, people/animals/landscapes. It 

could also include some famous pieces of art they are known for and your own 

personal opinion on it. Be creative about how you make your fact file. It should 

be slightly different for each artist linked to their particular style. 

At the end of this project, you should have 5 artist portfolios to make a small 

book. 

Here are some examples:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Artwork study 

Pick one of your artist’s pictures that you find interesting. You could try and 

draw a picture of it yourself. Make sure you know the title of the artwork and 

when it was made. If you cannot choose an artwork, there are some at the back 

of this pack for you to use. Now answer the following questions: 

• Imagine you were inside this painting – describe the experience in 3 

words 

• If you could ask the artist a question about this work what would it be? 

• Explain what you can see in the artwork 

• Is there anything you dislike about the piece? 

• Does it make you feel a certain why? Why? 

• First impression – what catches your eye? 

• What types of colours have been used? 
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Tasks for individual artists 
Paul Klee 

“A line is a dot that goes for a walk.” 

Continuous line drawing is when you do not take your 

drawing instrument off the paper until you have finished. 

Try looking at someone’s face and drawing it in one 

continuous line from beginning to end. Move your pencil 

and your eyes slowly. 

When you have finished, try colouring in the different 

sections you have created in bright colours.  

 

Claude Monet 

“I perhaps owe having become a painter to flowers.” 

Monet preferred to paint outside. That meant he could always study the 

countryside, people and things in the constantly changing light. 

Paint a landscape you can see 

outside today. If you don’t have 

paint, you could use coloured 

pencils. You could go outside in 

a garden like Monet liked to do, 

or look out of a window if that isn’t possible. Think about how you can 

use colour and light. 
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Franz Marc 

“I never, for instance have the urge to paint animals ‘the way I see them’ 

but rather the way they are.” 

In nature, there are no blue horses and no yellow 

cows. Franz Marc used these bright colours to 

express the character of individual qualities of the 

animals. To him, yellow was the colour of 

gentleness. What colour would you choose for your 

favourite animal? Draw your favourite animal in 

their habitat and use paint or felt tips/pencils in the 

colours you have chosen. 

 

Mary Cassatt 

“Women should be someone and not something.” 

Mary Cassatt mostly painted women and especially liked to paint 

mothers with their children. A lot of the women 

she painted wore hats. 

Try creating a collage of an interesting hat. You 

might want to draw the outline of your hat first, 

then collect pieces of scrap paper, newspapers 

or magazines to tear into small pieces and stick 

on. 
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Vincent Van Gogh 

“What would life be if we had no courage to attempt anything?” 

Van Gogh never tired of looking at colours. He used colours to express 

his feelings. Is your bedroom as bright as this 

one? Create a representation of your bedroom 

in the colours you would like it to be. This 

could be a drawing, painting, collage or 

maybe you could even try doing it on an art 

app or computer program. 

 

Frida Kahlo 

“At the end of the day, we can endure much more than we think we 

can.” 

How do you think Frida might be feeling in this 

painting? We often behave and feel differently 

when we are with different people or in different 

situations. Identify some feelings you have 

experienced in the last week and think of colours 

and shapes that could represent them. Make a 

mask to show one of these particular feelings. 

This could be as simple as a cardboard cut-out 

shape with things painted or stuck on the front, 

or you could even try papier mache. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/design-and-technology-ks1-ks2-making-

masks/z7p4382 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/design-and-technology-ks1-ks2-making-masks/z7p4382
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/design-and-technology-ks1-ks2-making-masks/z7p4382
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Leonardo Da Vinci 

“Art is never finished, only abandoned.” 

Da Vinci was what was called a ‘universal genius’ – a brilliant all-

rounder: a painter, a sculptor, architect, engineer and scientist all rolled 

into one. 

Try making your own Vitruvian Man. 

You could do this by taking photos of 

yourself in the positions and printing 

them or by drawing people and cutting 

them out.  

One figure needs to be feet together with 

arms out straight and the other needs to 

be stood in a ‘star’ position. Once cut, 

layer the bodies on top of each other. Now use a ruler to draw 4 straight 

lines around the edges – this should make a square or a rectangle. If you 

have a compass, you could try finding the centre point and drawing a 

circle that should go around the square/rectangle you have drawn. Now 

you have your very own Vitruvian man! There are lots of different 

tutorials online to help you with this if you need. 

 

Pablo Picasso 

“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist when 

we grow up.” 

Picasso drew and painted many portraits in his life, although they didn’t 

always look how we expect. They were often split to show the front and 

side view of someone’s face in one place, or sometimes the features of 

faces were in different places. 

If you can find some dice at home, try playing this ‘roll a Picasso’ game 

either with yourself or someone else in your family. What strange faces 

will you create? 
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Next, have a go at creating a face from 

scratch. You could draw the features of 

the face on different papers and stick 

them over a face outline. 
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L.S Lowry 

 

“You don’t need brains to be a painter, just feelings.” 

 

Try drawing Lowry’s matchstick figures. Use these example 

instructions to practise sketching (in pen or pencil) figures doing 

different things. You could base this on seeing your family doing 

different tasks or just what you imagine people might do when they 

are out and about. After you have practised your figure collection, 

why don’t you try creating a scene or story? You might want to 

make the landscape first then put your figures in afterwards. 
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Georgia O’Keeffe 

 

“I’ve been absolutely terrified every moment of my life and I’ve 

never let it keep me from doing a single thing that I wanted to do.” 

 

Georgia O’Keeffe created 

flowers on a large scale, 

almost as if seeing them 

through a magnifying glass, 

because she thought then 

nobody would be able to 

ignore their beauty. 

Find the largest piece of 

paper you have (or you 

could even tape two smaller pieces together!) If you have flowers in 

the house or garden then you could look at one of those, or you 

could look at one online or create your own flower. The tips of the 

petals must touch, or maybe even go beyond the edges of your 

paper. Remember to look at the flower carefully when drawing it. 

Once drawn, you could try outlining with sharpies/felt tips if you 

have them. Decide what medium you want to use to fill the petals – 

paint? Pencils? If you choose a ‘warm’ colour for the flower then 

perhaps choose a ‘cool’ colour for the background. Use the 

examples in the picture above to help you. 
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Paul Klee 

 
Claude Monet 
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Franz Marc 

 
Mary Cassatt 
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Vincent Van Gogh 

 

 
 

Frida Kahlo 
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Leonardo Da Vinci 

 
Pablo Picasso 
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L.S. Lowry 
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Georgia O’ Keeffe 

 


